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The night before Imbolc
It’s time Saint Brigid
the lamps are lit, the bannock
is rising, a white wand
waits beside your makeshift
bed. Here’s a feather from a swan
left grieving. Here’s a doll
stuffed with last year’s herbs.
It’s time to teach me the two-sided
stitch for forgetting. For the earth
has quickened. Its swollen belly
crackles, moist-budded expectant
below a petticoat of milky
snow. Out in the woods spring
walks impatient, calls up the rowan’s
sleeping sap, pulls yawning bulbs
from sedation. Brigid, together
let’s flicker the past to ash
clear the hearth for this year’s
memories until at dawn you pass
a blessing over my dresses
folded like letters by the door.

Estelle Price
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Ammonite
Does three of something count as a collection?
Or is this trinity deliberate, a silent chant, a flint-wrapped charm?
Because there are three ammonites on her window-ledge,
half-emerged from crumbling brown limestone,
arranged there as if by accident, casual
as if a prehistoric jackdaw had dropped them.
From Dorset, she said, from childhood holidays
I have found many such spirals myself
under distant Yorkshire cliffs.
Snakestones, they call them there,
some sparkling with crystals of quartz or iron pyrite
gleaming with Jurassic mother-of-pearl.
Blessed by St Hilda, they are said to bring good luck
to protect sailors at sea, to prevent baldness, to ward off the devil
I could add one of mine to her windowsill shrine,
one of the glittery ones
or the biggest one
or the tiny one caught in a dark flake of shale,
but I hesitate to make the offer—
four might be less perfect than three
and my extra voiceless note might spoil her song

Lawrence Wilson
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The Girl with Shovels for Arms
I bet you don't know what's inside the sun, like what it's made of
– well, let me tell you a little something: the sun is actually billions of
snowballs holding hands and singing beautiful songs. That's what gives it
warmth, what gives us light, because when you put a bunch of cold lonely
things together, we all get stronger, we all become fire, and so our story
gets better.
Imagine that though: billions of snowballs coming together to
light a giant fire in the sky, snowballs sprinkling fairy dust on themselves
and turning into stars. It seems that the biggest, most majestic things in life
start out as crownless, little things. There's magic in your fingertips, magic
banging on the doors of your fingernails, ready to swirl into the world and
turn it into something better. Let it in, let it out. There's something special
about all of us, about the place we call home.
Once upon a time in a town a lot like Buffalo, a Lake Effect
Snowstorm created a girl out of thrift store mittens and dollar store
scarves. She had shovels for arms and her hair was the color of windshield
wiper fluid, that weird looking blue that makes you think of the ocean, but
not really – and this girl spent her days making snow angels, because she
felt so alone and needed friends to talk to. Everybody was afraid of the
little girl made of thrift store mittens and dollar store scarves, who had
shovels for arms, and sometimes this little girl would cry and her tears
would taste like hot chocolate and her sadness would burn her tongue,
which was a patch of black ice, and sometimes when she was looking for
the right words to say to convey how she felt to all her imaginary friends,
the words would slip on her tongue and never come out right and it made
her so mad.
So a lot of the time she wouldn't say anything at all, but this made
her even sadder, because nobody should be quiet, everybody should sing,
our mouths should wear alphabets like fancy clothes so we always sound
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our best, who we're supposed to be, who you're supposed to be, but
sometimes life is a little less magical than it should be.
So this girl made more snow angels and named them all and near
their mouths she would write words in the snow and make pretend they
were talking to her.
How are you today? Tell me everything.
But it was never enough and sometimes the girl with shovels for
arms would stare at the sky and wonder why she had shovels for arms.
"Why shovels and not wings?" she would scream. "I want wings!"
Because she wanted to fly like all those birds she saw at Canalside,
but also because she wanted to be close to her parents, a couple of clouds
always far away and always storming'. But she could never reach the
clouds, could never ask her parents who she was supposed to be.
The snow was her best friend and each night, with her shovel
arms, she built a bed and slept in it—all alone, the girl with shovels for
arms, the girl with snow angels for friends.
When morning came, she heard birds in the distance and
wondered what they were singing about. When morning came and the sun
came out, it burned holes in her eyes, so she didn't like the sun. It also
started to melt all her friends. Summer was coming, but the girl with
shovels for arms didn't know that, so she didn't like the sun, didn't know
what was inside of it.
So she screamed at the sun, "Why are you hurting all my friends?"
So she climbed up snow hills and scooped up snowballs with her
shovel arms and chucked it at the sun like they were cannonballs.
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"This is for all my friends!" she screamed.
The girl chucked snowballs at the sun for months, all day and all
night, and she never got tired, and soon she forgot that her parents were
in the sky. Soon she forgot she was made of thrift store mittens and dollar
store scarves. Soon she forgot that her arms were shovels. Soon she forgot
that her sadness tasted like hot chocolate. Soon she forgot all about her
snow angel friends. Soon she forgot why she was even chucking snowballs
at the sun in the first place.
All she wanted to do was hurt the sun. She didn’t like its warmth.
She didn’t like its light. The girl with shovels for arms must’ve chucked
billions of snowballs at the sun and before long, the seasons changed, and
the last bit of snow finally melted and the girl had no more snowballs to
throw, no more snow to call her home.
Then one day, her knees buckled and she slumped to the ground.
She didn’t like the green grass, because you can’t shovel it. You can’t
shovel grass like snow. She thought that maybe the snow was hiding
underneath the green grass. Maybe that’s where her angel friends were,
vacationing for a little bit underneath the earth—that’s all. She tried to dig
up the earth with her shovel arms, but her shovel arms were only meant
for shoveling snow, not digging up the earth. She thought the grass was
laughing at her, laughing at her plastic shovel arms.
So she started crying and her tears tasted like hot chocolate and it
burned.
Then one day, she cried so much it was like a chocolate factory
and the smell of it spread throughout the city like fire. The smell of her
tears was like a group of birds or fairies that pulled on the noses of
everyone brought them to her, the girl with shovels for arms.
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I was there too. We all were and we stared at the girl with shovels
for arms and wondered why she was crying and why her sadness smelled
so good like a Starbucks around Christmastime. Then we all felt bad, but
didn’t know why. The more she cried, the more it seemed the sun was
shaking. None of us knew what to do and the smell of her sadness was
becoming more and more potent. It seemed like all of Buffalo was there to
see the girl with shovels for arms.
The girl who cried out cafes for the young and restless to sit in and
stare at each other with flakes in their eyes.
The girl who built churches out of slush.
The girl who wanted to fly like birds over the Great Lakes.
The girl whose hair could make us see better.
The girl who could un-crash our cars so we could drive toward our
dream destinations.
The girl who didn't understand summer.
The girl who didn't understand what warmth meant.
The girl who didn't realize there was magic coursing through her
veins.
The girl who wore a crown of weather maps and showed us the
way.
We were there for her, to honor her I think, but none of us knew
it. Then suddenly the girl with shovels for arms rose from her grassy bed
and pointed at the sun. Suddenly, all went glowing and beautiful. There
were sparkles and the sun started to spit out snowballs, all the snowballs
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that the girl with shovels for arms chucked at it. One by one the snowballs
rained down on us. Summer was here. The snowballs looked like little suns.
One by one they fell until the sun was nothing at all. We saw all the lonely
snowballs holding hands and forming one giant star right here in Buffalo
and the Great Lakes turned into windshield wiper fluid.
Suddenly, the girl with shovels for arms started to fly toward the
clouds. She looked like a bird. We watched as she flew into the heart of the
sky. Suddenly, it was summer. Suddenly, all the cold lonely things were
stronger and not so lonely. In the sky, we saw a girl with wings flying with
snow angels. They were all singing such beautiful songs and the sunlight
felt like frostbite and snow flowers were sprouting up from the dirt all
around our feet and we wanted to fly too. We wanted magic. We wanted
to be like that girl who threw snowballs at the sun, whose shovel arms
turned into wings, the girl who turned into a bird in the summertime.
Now everyone’s looking for their own shovels. Now everyone’s
looking to clear their own paths. Now when it snows, flowers fall from the
sky, so you really can’t call it snow I guess. Now when people mow their
lawns, the cut grass smells like hot chocolate, but it doesn’t burn. Now
when we look up at the sky, we know there are new cities to be built and
people to love. Now when we look up at the sky, all we see is dancing, not
angry clouds. Now all we see is a fire that hides in the cold, a fire ready to
burst out. Now all we see are birds carrying tiny snowballs in their beaks
and flying like the prettiest of airplanes.

Justin Karcher
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unstable air

Laura McKee
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Jagged Lullaby
Goda nott cradle on a mountain top
and goda nott blanket drying on a rock.
Just look around you
Goda nott room filled with paraffin-light
where I slept for five thousand nights.
see how many girls there are
Goda nott terrain made of tumble stone,
up where the silver lichen grows.
like me
Goda nott to all the curses and claims
of the great shape-shifter who came.
I left you under the alder tree,
oh come, come away with me.
Goda nott giant cloak unrolled against the sky
and goda nott shadows beneath the hillside.
they appear
Goda nott flatlands, far far below,
a place no child would want to go.
at any time
Goda nott to the dark froth of fen
full of peat-bogs and lantern men.
I see them day and night
Goda nott strix who swooped from her nest
and goda nott to the red milk of her breast.
I left you under the alder tree,
oh come, come away with me.
Goda nott potion I was made to sip
and goda nott bunk in the holding-ship.
maybe for you
Goda nott harpy who counted out my pay,
while I slumbered night and day.
it is difficult to look at them
Goda nott to the portrait of a child
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the shape, the harpy and the strix exiled.
because they have left
Goda nott, goda nott to the creature
with broken teeth and sunken features.
the imprint of their faces in your eyes.
I left you under the alder tree,
oh come, come away with me.

Elisabeth Sennitt Clough
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Dear Marlinchen
It is dangerous to reach, to want.
Apples will rot with envy.
Lick your lips, devour me whole.
Leave nothing but bones, white as your mother’s lace.
Bury me beneath the juniper tree –
I will become a bird.

Catherine Garbinsky
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Mother’s Charms
Come till I lift you up
pick the gravel from your knees
plant those magic kisses
rock you like a boat at sea
I'll roll and bruise a docken leaf
to take away the sting
through every fevered night you turn
deep lullabies I'll sing
I'll scoop you up from danger
leave the light on in the hall
my cool hand firm upon your head
is there each time you call
Every word of love I know
I'll trace on your small arms
incantations, secret spells,
a mother's healing charms

Amy O’Shaughnessy
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Cobwebs
The hermit wasn’t expecting the shower of words. A solitary forgets how
to speak. Words form in the mind but evaporate. Without paper, he is
doubly voiceless.
On a day of his greatest silence, clouds gathered, ominously purple on the
horizon. They roiled in, scattering dark crystals in drifts. The crystals
melted, releasing tiny black words. The words wriggled like leeches, coiling
themselves together, making gibberish. By morning, they had dried to
dust.
He learned how to watch for the purple clouds, and then to catch the
words each time they fell before they hit the ground and twisted out of
shape. He strung them together and draped long chains of prose around
his cell. He wrote of all the things he could no longer say.
When there was nothing left to write, there was nothing left of him, so he
wrapped himself in his words and hung himself.
Some say he is still there, cocooned and suspended from a beam in a cell in
a distant land.
Some say that if you unravel a spider’s web from beginning to end, without
breaking it, you can read what he wrote.
They say that those who did went mad with despair. They stand silently
watching the rain, searching for something to say.

Romola Parish
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Elaine changes a pattern
He’s broad across the beam – it’s all that time
upon a horse – but underneath his armour
his chest is not at all what you’d expect –
I’ll have to lose a good few inches there.
You think I don’t look out? Give me a break –
the mere’s right there and that is where he bathes
- quite often. Sometimes the mirror’s not enough.
I’ll weave the fastenings from my hair – God knows, I’ve lots –
I’ll green the wool with moss and lichen scraped
from my damp walls, with crimson coloured from
the many months I’ve bled inside this tower.
The boat is packed – the wool is spun – it’s time.

Andrea Small
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The sybil of the cwm
staring eyes soon be pecked out
ants tramp over rabbit head
trawl for morsels
stew was tasty
hot and hearty
keep me going long days
always put dead thing out there
rabbit head good decoy
sometimes neck-broken bird
or squirrel fish carcass
keep nosy dogs out
cave mine no-one else
here before made memory
many summers not know count
or winters
only travel out in dark hours
forage in shadows
for collect water wild garlic in spring
horse parsley chervil
in summer sorrel dandelion and nettle
when shorter days come
berries nuts mushrooms roots
some nights in owl time
follow foxy mud path
to beach for catch fish or crab
and swim
winter safer
visitors come warmer days
dogs children people
must spend long time in there
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move smaller rocks
make false wall
crawl in back tunnel
wait where bats roost
sleep sound in dream-story
in warm
smell of earth
and sometimes
in daytime creep out
view people
some look here
stare at place where hide
high up I see all steep valley
watch below
through ivy hanging trees
not see me

Jackie Biggs
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Sile na Gig
We traverse the blackberry brambled back roads
pull over into ditches
go seeking you
on ruined churches
and tumble-down castles
We spy you
a gargoyle hag
grinning down
all head and hole
on a keystone
No handshake, you say,
but how about a rub for good luck?
In the wind and rain
getting lost along rabbit run lanes
with grassy tufts growing up the middle
you are the reward
in the treasure hunt for stone secrets
Your lips swallow
centuries of lies about your sisters
you spit out
projected shame
from your pudenda
And speak
the resistance of the female form
each face, each carving different
yet you all murmur
to the living and the dead
the language of woman

Bayveen O’Connell
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Sile na Gig

Bayveen O’Connell
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Spell
Rollright Stones
They circle round us, too old for us to understand;
even the lichen, pocking their flanks, is centuries old.
Our book tells a tale of knights, spelled by a witch
into stone - we might trio our voices to wake them.
But the afternoon is hot, drags its silky net
on our skins.
We drift away, we three, along a field
edged with poppies and whiskered grasses,
on a path of camomile flowers stitched
in dusty knots through the heart of the corn.
We are nothing but pattern and colour, slipping
through a stream of golden air; the fields roll over
the rims of the hills, our voices ripple away.
When we return, the stones hold the afternoon, still.
We slide into the car’s heat, leave the spell unbroken.

Penny Ayers
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Wedding Triptych
At their wedding, butterflies were launched into the air instead of confetti:
Large Whites, Small Whites, Green-veined Whites, Orange-tips, their wings
beating against the pale sky, white on grey, grey shuttered by white.
Fragile hindwings brushed the couple’s faces, and at each moth-touch,
each wing-whisper, they made a wish, held each other’s hands tighter,
floated, Chagall-like. Looking away from the butterfly mass was like
glancing back from the sun, and each guest carried the imprint of butterfly
shapes in their eyes for days after the event, while those who had catered
for the wedding, and who had been there while the butterflies were
waiting to be released, swore that their dreams were filled with the white
creatures for several decades. The butterflies, meanwhile, lent their white
to the sky, melded with the clouds, became as indistinguishable as water
droplets in an ocean, before settling like ash on the tallest trees.
***
The day after their wedding, they awoke to the sound of otters keening.
Quick, lithe bodies turned in their living room, but each time their eyes
tried to catch the slips of brown, the otters eluded them. Fireplace, otter,
fireplace, otter: round and round the mammals ran, as elongated as the
faces in a Modigliani painting. Claws scritched over the wooden
floorboards; flecks of fish fins lay dotted around like Hansel and Gretel’s
breadcrumbs. The scent of the ocean filled the air, as heady and aromatic
as expensive perfume. The lovers fell on each other, pulling at scarves and
pyjamas, tussling with socks and jewellery. Their wedding rings tumbled to
the floor. As they made love, the otters, curious, stilled, lay on their backs,
fell into deep sleep, rocked by the shaking of the floorboards.
***
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Five weeks into marriage, they were visited by a lynx who carried them
into the forest on her back. Here, water spooled from plant tips as if the
water were language and the plants were trying to speak; the lynx’s silence
was broken only by semi-audible yawns, her large tongue curling and
flapping in her mouth. Her fur was soft and thick, and the couple grasped it
tightly between their fingers, their own tongues touching the corners of
their lips in concentration. The lynx’s paws tap-tap-tapped over rocks and
tree stumps, and her belly expanded and contracted with each breath,
causing the couple’s legs to rise and fall like an idea trying to take root. The
breathing of other creatures – voles, pine martens, white-tailed deer –
made its own inroads into the quiet, making a kind of wind that the
couple’s ears opened like shells to receive.

Suzannah V. Evans
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My Own Beech Tree
I dreamt I was raven,
scraped through childhood
by flying to the woods.
I had my own beech tree there.
I dreamt I was raven,
no-one knew me,
stared as though I should be different,
though a few eyes glittered.
I dreamt I was raven
sitting in a beech tree,
happy in the green grove
croaking to bluebells.
I dreamt Raven dreamt me.

Rose Cook
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Tom and the Laughing Prince
Once upon a time there was a boy called Tom. He lived in a cottage on the
edge of a village with his mother, who told him stories about his warrior
father who fought against injustice, and his uncle the King who ruled wisely
and well in a foreign land. The village was near the sea, and Tom would
often sit on the shore and watch its changing colours as he dreamed of the
lands he had never seen.
Tom listened to his mother’s stories of bravery and wisdom and wondered
why they lived alone in this place where no-one knew he was a prince. He
wondered why they couldn’t join the rest of his family, who did such brave
and wise and wonderful things. His mother looked a little sad, and told him
he would understand when he was older.
His favourite toy was a wooden puzzle that had many parts: by twisting
and turning its pivots and wheels and joints, he could make a thousand
different shapes. Some of them were abstract; others were like buildings,
or even animals. Some of them frightened him, and he quickly pulled those
apart so that they wouldn’t get into his nightmares. Tom tried to count
them all, but he could never be sure he hadn’t forgotten one.
He studied hard so that he could be a great man like his uncle and his
father, and make his mother proud. When he grew up, he left the cottage
by the sea and moved to the city. But as he rose higher in the world, grew
wealthy and learned many things, he still loved to play with his little
wooden puzzle.
It went everywhere with him: it cheered him when the world grew too
heavy. It reminded him of home. He was afraid that one day it might break
and be gone, so he started to list and memorise its shapes and
configurations so that he’d never forget what it could do. He worked hard
all day in the tall buildings of the big city, and he spent most of his evenings
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filling notebooks with diagrams and instructions. He was so busy with his
sketching and describing that he quite forgot to play with the puzzle at all.
Then, one day, when he was drinking alone in a bar after work, he met a
prince. He knew him on sight, because of course Tom was really a prince
himself, though these days, almost no-one seemed to know it. The prince
was tall and dark and would have been handsome if he hadn’t been so thin
and pale and drawn. He let Tom buy him a drink, and then another and
another, and Tom learned that this prince was an exile like himself, driven
out of his realm by a cruel queen who had made him unhappy.
But although he was free, the prince missed his realm and the pleasures he
had known there, and in the city of tall buildings, nobody knew who he
was. He was lonely. That is why he liked to drink. But all the same, he
laughed. And his careless laughter made Tom think again of the little
wooden puzzle he so treasured, and the joy he had once got from having it
in his hands.
Tom took the lost prince home and gave him a bed to sleep in and food to
eat. And gradually, the prince stopped drinking and grew strong, and his
eyes began to shine like jewels. Tom looked at their shifting colours and
remembered the ocean and the village and the pleasure he had just
playing with his puzzle, in the days before he had poured his life into his
notebooks and his sketches and his work in the tall city buildings.
And Tom grew restless, and soon he found he cared more for the prince’s
laughter than he did for impressing the ancestors he had never seen. His
notebooks lay forgotten in a drawer and he spent all day just being happy.
The two of them left the city and went wandering around the world, and
Tom took nothing with him but the clothes he stood up in, his mother’s
picture and his little wooden puzzle.
But all things come to an end, and one day in a foreign land, Tom’s friend
the prince found a princess to warm his bed and fuel his laughter. And Tom
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found himself alone once again. He had given up his work in the city, and
when he went back, the people turned their heads away and said things
had moved on.
Tom returned to the little house, but it was empty. He looked everywhere
for his mother, but the people in the village told him that his father had
arrived one day and taken her away across the sea, to live out her days as a
queen. They looked everywhere for you, said the villagers, but no-one
knew where you were. I was travelling the world, said Tom, with a prince
who laughed. And he went inside and took out his little wooden puzzle.
As he twisted and turned its interlocking parts, he felt it changing under his
fingers until he didn’t know its shapes any longer. These were nothing like
the things he had written in his book. The puzzle seemed to grow larger
and larger until it took on the aspect of all his most terrible and wonderful
dreams, and the thing which it had become stretched back its vast wooden
head until its jaws enveloped him and he slipped gratefully inside.
No-one ever saw or heard from Tom again, although people passing by the
cottage, as it slowly fell into disrepair, would sometimes hear the sound of
creaking, like the rigging of a ship at sea or a massive door rocking on its
hinges.
And somewhere out in the world, the careless prince with the jewelled
eyes was still laughing.

Clare O’Brien
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Fair Exchange
For five hens’ eggs
she gave me hope in a bucket.
I carried it home with great care.
After a week I went up again
and she held out her hands like a leveret
had lain there and I took the glow
back down while she went inside
to fry the eels in butter.
She took the herring from me
as I stood with the plate at the door
and I bowled home singing
a sea shanty she taught me then
and there. I wove a scarf and left
it by her gate. Next day, down the
chimney comes a choir of thrushes,
breasts bursting with beakfuls of song.
A pot of winkles; a rhyme for rough seas.
A posy of bluebells; a prayer for gales.
Ointment for the bite of the horse fly;
a cure for the question: Why?
Wool from the flock in the top field;
three words for forgetting.
Hand-beaten quoits and an oak peg;
verses to help me love myself better.

Glenn Hubbard
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Black Witch
The black witch at my christening
flew in through my open mouth
and lodged in the middle of my chest.
Perched just above my heart,
her black cloak flapping like wings,
she turned all my joy to ash.
Her broomstick tickles my throat.
Sometimes, I am not responsible
for what I say. People get hurt.
Nothing dislodges her, not tears
or poetry. Her clawed fingers dig
deeper as the years lurch by,
each one more surly, less light.
She feeds on my life's blood,
bleeding me white and sleepless.
I thought the cancer had cut her out,
but she grows in the scar tissue,
tentacles spreading wider, deeper.

Rosemary McLeish
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Call me Charon
I ferried four out of five of you to Hades
The remaining one traveled alone
3,000 miles away, no one identified his body,
not even the parents
So it goes when you have already been traveling the river Acheron
The second, my mother, took her last breath shortly after I walked out the
door
I was a mere mile away, dinner in the microwave after a long day bedside,
when I received the call
Her last breath, within thirty minutes of my departure, moments after my
stepfather’s head had turned to the nurse at the door
Father went in my home while I was growing young minds a few blocks
away
Father’s heart stopped. He was found with a bite of a ham snack still
resting on his tongue
The second to last, also three thousand miles away, took Lethe instead and
slept it through. That's the best I could hope for you, brother
My love, number five, you bore the blows of the first two and consoled me
through the latter two and then requested me bedside and wide-eyed for
your departure
You didn’t want me to miss it
And before your body was taken, I spent one more night with you
Hades’ got nothin’ on you

Deirdre Fagan
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Hex
With Old Nick’s help
I blasted off the hot, metal door.
Called on
the forest’s green medicines
to soothe my blistered skin, nursed myself
with adders’ eggs, black elder tea, until I found
the strength to bake my house
back to sweet perfection: sugared gelatine
for windows, stalactites of icing
dripping from the eaves.
My mouth wet and slack
with appetite for the crisp crackling
cut from a choirboy’s back
as I rid the fattening cage
of splintered bones
shaped like fingers

Stephen Bone
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Me, as a teen, on a metaphorical rant about losing
my religion
I was born an angel but, unfortunately,
it just so happened that, instead of wings,
I sprouted an extra pair of arms,
and all they do is spread and flap
each time I make them move.
They’ve made me a laughing stock,
these useless limbs,
with hands that cannot grip –
each one incapable of anything more
than a crap impersonation of a wing-tip.
Hark! The herald angels sing
to me the praises of celestial surgeons
who, by attaching feathers,
can make each arm look like a normal wing.
But what’s the point of limbs
which are made to look like wings
if everyone knows they cannot make me fly?
It’s pointless, of course –
and, let’s face it, no matter how hard I try,
with arms instead of wings I'll never fit in,
for Heaven has never been
(and can never be)
a place for freaks.
The most I can ever be
(assuming I’m brave enough to take the leap)
is a fallen angel –
but at least down there in Hell
I’ll be accepted for who and what I am.
God damn.
Well, yes, of course He can,
but I've still got to say that it's pathetic
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how, in Heaven, you're required to be perfect
(whether by natural means or cosmetic),
whereas in Hell,
no-one can tell
(and no-one gives a shit)
whether the fallen have ever been able to fly
(which sounds –
let’s face it, for someone such as me –
like the perfect fit).
Well, that’s it then: My decision’s made.
It's now just for me to psych myself
and make the jump.

Thomas McColl
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Good Saturday
The one day God was dead and everyone,
Even He, took the day off—
Pilate slouched, carrying his umbrellaed
Drink, then stretched and took his wife on
A market stint. Peter woke up late,
Wondering if it were all a dream. Soldiers
Having won some rags realized there’s nothing
To be done with these. Judas visited
His mother, bought a pen and paper—
and Jesus got home
Late, entered quiet to not disturb Dad, found
His old room just as he left it, and in the morning
Realized he’d had the perfect rest, the perfect bed.
He wasn’t sure He’d go back to that
Dirty planet, if it weren’t for his friends.

Jared Pearce
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Midsummer Threshold

G.B. Clarkson
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Illumination
Words spin silk, humming-bird bright
as the Empress Leizu turns the page.
She tends her precious trove, commands them
to make that soft luxuriant strand
which charms the Yellow Emperor so much.
Her kingdom keeps this secret close to home.
On pain of death no stranger to be told
of that shimmer of retracting light;
knowledge to be secured from prying overlords.
Mistress of the Looms, she alone reads
from fine paper, rich in new philosophies,
disclosed by wise elders and diligent scribes.
Sometimes she writes instructions for her court
across the colours peppered by the sun.

Maggie Mackay
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What the Dream Told Me
The dream told me to go and sit
on the park bench with the cardinals.
The cardinals were three stout women
wearing hand-knitted cardigans
and sensible shoes, grey hair
permed to within an inch of its life.
The dream told the cardinals
to put on their diadems and
march in single file through
the park, but Please keep off the grass!
The cardinals unfurled their sceptres,
and whacked at the rhododendrons
either side of the path in case
there were any sinners-in-hiding.

Jennie Farley
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A Narrow One
The story goes something like this. A king of Portugal – actually, we don’t
know if he was a king of Portugal. I mean, how many kings did they have at
any one time? And, surely, this king would have been documented from
this date to that date, and he must have had a royal line of succession, and
so on. And, as a king he must have lived in a palace, though in this story, as
far as I know, there is no mention of a palace. Unless, that is, he was a poor
king, a very basic one. This needs clarification.
No, it seems more likely that he was a nobleman or, perhaps, a
land owner, or a merchant - one of these occupations - on his day off,
because he was out hunting. Who can afford to take time out for leisure
activities of this kind in the working week? Only someone who is loaded.
Unless it was the weekend and that was what people like him did in
Portugal at weekends. Clearly, this is a period piece because he was out
hunting deer in a forest on his horse. Well, good for him that he owned a
horse and that the horse could be trusted to do this job. But, what was this
man going to use to kill the deer with that he was hunting?
First, of course, he had to find and catch the deer. Then, he had to
kill it and bring it home – to his palace or similar – to be eaten. Deer are
not particularly small creatures, especially the ones with the antlers, so
how was he going to get this yet-to-be-captured deer home? It's not as if
he had a pick-up truck following him around.
There is another factor to be considered. It was a foggy day. One
might ask why anyone in his right mind would go out hunting – chasing a
deer at speed - in a forest on a horse on a foggy day. That sounds like
asking for trouble and, as we shall soon see, it was. Asking for trouble. So,
back to the foolishness of going out on a foggy day. It could have been that
it was a pleasant day when he set out. One can imagine him getting up that
morning, looking out of the window of his palace or similar and saying in
Portuguese, ‘Mmm, looks like a great day for hunting.’ So, out he goes
before even having his breakfast, knowing that there will be venison for
dinner and that he has to leave space for it, and heads off for the forest on
his horse. But then the fog descends and he says - also in Portuguese,
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‘What a bummer! Won’t you just look at this fog?’ That could have been
what happened. But, given the dangers of riding in the fog, one might ask
why he didn’t just call it a day – or a morning – and go home? I suppose, if
it were his weekend and he was normally a busy person, he might not have
wanted to give up so easily.
For those of you reading or listening to this story, you will now be
thinking, ‘Will this ever end? Will he catch the deer? Will he have venison
for dinner? Will he even be able to find his way back home in the fog?’ I’ll
get round to that in just a minute.
First there’s a bit of the story I may have missed out, and it has to
do with a holy statue of the Virgin. This had been brought back from
somewhere or other in the Middle East and was now in a church
somewhere or other in the region, probably close to the palace or similar.
What the connection was between the hunter and the holy statue I have
no idea, but I feel I have to mention it. It could be that it will all link up
later on.
Let’s go back to the hunter or king or whatever he was who,
having caught sight of the deer, is careering through the forest, thinking of
his dinner. Since I am running out of time and space, and you no doubt
have other things to do, I will come to a conclusion of sorts.
The man on his horse bounds through the forest and, unknown to
him, he is shooting towards the tip of a precipice. I wonder about this,
because surely he must have known that there was a cliff in the vicinity
and there was a risk that he might overshoot the edge and plummet to his
death on the rocks below – or into the river or the sea – or something?
But no. He is right behind the deer, it seems. His horse screeches to a halt,
the fog clears momentarily and below him is the sheer cliff face and the
edge of the cliff crumbling, but not entirely, below the hooves of his horse.
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The villagers were to say that he had a lucky escape and this, they
said, was due to the holy statue of the Virgin, which had been brought to
their village from the Holy Land. Church bells would ring out in
thanksgiving for the king or nobleman’s safe delivery from a terrible and
untimely death. Presumably the deer did not have a lucky escape, but at
least no one ate him for dinner.
It seems that no one acknowledged the wisdom of the horse.

Janet Olearski
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Huntress
Shadows blend, flicker and separate, then blend again around her
feet like black liquid. Beads of sweat gather on the back of her neck and
slide along her spine between her shoulder blades before collecting in the
small of her back. The leather is cutting off the circulation to her left leg
and the muscles are screaming in silent agony but she stays frozen; only
noting in her mind that should she fail and the beast come for her, the leg
will not hold her weight. Beside her ear, the bowstring creaks and moans in
protest about being held taut for so long, so she eases it slightly.
Bowstrings are a rare enough commodity and she only has this one
because the man she stole it from, stole it from someone else himself.
People tend not to report stolen property when they are the original
thieves. So, with one bowstring and less than a handful of arrows, she
conceals herself in a tangle of branches and vines in a tumbledown heap
on the forest floor and waits.
Above her, the trees loom tall and silent, each reaching straight
up towards the sky, yearning constantly for the sun above. Here, deep in
the forest, the air is still and breathless. Leaves hang suspended from
branches without a quiver. The detritus on the forest floor does not dance
around in little eddies here, the way it does at the forest's edge. It's as
though the world is frozen and time stands still. She makes every
movement slow and careful, wary that every move seems bigger and every
noise louder when everything else is utterly still and mute. Even her
breathing is slow and deliberate, lest the sound of air rushing in and out of
her lungs give her away. Her eyes are sharp and silent, and their
movement doesn't betray her as she watches. In the clearing before her,
the nest of the beast sits empty, a giant basket woven of trees instead of
straw and littered with bones. As she waits, the huntress says a silent
prayer that her bones will not be the next ones scattered amongst the
branches and pieces of decaying cloth.
A flicker at the edge of her vision. Her eyes move inside her frozen
skull. The beast's leathery wings beat a steady rhythm as it lowers its scaly
bulk into the nest. The massive head shakes back and forth, and the
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shattered remains dangling from its mouth spray crimson. Gutteral animal
sounds are soon interspersed with sickening wet crunches and the
huntress closes her eyes to minimise the horror. She steels herself and
forces her eyelids open again, gazing at this creature whose death will
preserve so much life. The bowstring strains as she pulls it back harder,
fighting her as her gaze slides along the arrow shaft to the tip. She tenses
and relaxes various muscles until shaft, tip, and the kill point behind the
beast's ear are in perfect alignment; and in a single tiny movement she
separates her fingers from the bowstring, loosing the arrow toward its
target. Her aim is true. With one last wet crunch the beast slumps forward
and is silent and still. Only when she is certain it will not rise again does the
huntress leave the safety of the hide to assess her kill. The screaming in her
leg takes on a new quality as blood flow returns to oxygen starved muscle.
Steam is still rising from the scaly corpse when a stick snaps on
the forest floor behind her. The huntress turns and nocks an arrow in one
fluid movement but finds herself aiming at the trapper.
"An excellent shot." He raises his hands, holding them open to
allay her suspicion. "I would not harm you, huntress. But I would claim a
share of that kill."
Eyes narrowed, the huntress does not retreat.
"On what grounds, trapper, would you claim any of this as yours?"
"On the grounds that you used my bowstring to bring it down."
The nocked arrow drops along with the huntress's jaw.
"Your bowstring?"
"Yes." The trapper takes a step forward. "Last month, the string
was taken from my bow and at the same time, the tanner had a sudden
increase in hides. Now, he has not only empty racks but a sour expression,
and you who have been seen taking food from the baron's pigstys to avoid
starvation are standing here with a strung bow, and arrows in your quiver."
He raises one eyebrow.
The huntress lowers her bow.
"I admit nothing, trapper."
"Nor did he," the trapper sighs, gesturing toward the half eaten
remains of the beast's last supper. "I do not suppose it matters now."
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He turns back to the huntress. "I have another reason to claim a
share of your kill."
Her face frames the question.
"Darkness approaches," continues the trapper, "and the gates will soon
close. On your own, you will have no time to finish butchering, and you can
only bring home what you can carry. The rest," he pauses with a shudder,
"will be gone by morning. We are both accomplished butchers and working
together will make this a quick and clean job."
The huntress continues to eye him coolly, unconvinced. The trapper plays
his final ace.
"My horse and cart are at hand. There will be no reason to leave anything
behind." His voice lowers. "Everyone eats well. For a long time."
This tips the scales of her indecision. Returning the arrow to its
quiver, the huntress strides forward slinging the bow across her chest and
unsheathes the knife at her hip. She tests the keenness of the blade
against her thumb and turns to the trapper.
The trapper unsheathes his own knife.
"Let us begin, then," says the huntress.
They both approach the beast.

Amanda McLeod
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The Robber’s Bride
That house of death disappears behind me.
The trail of ashes fluttered away, severed moth wings.
Ravenous winds stole away the path home;
I should have turned back before.
Newly sprouted hope leads me back;
trembling in the wind’s clenched jaw.
A bonnie bride, a bird in a cage,
encased by the threat of a golden ring.

Kirsty A. Niven
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Bonfire Call

Amy Alexander
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Watching
The monsters sit around a table, eating food, chatting about their recent
business. Yeti is there and Bigfoot and they sent a card to Nessie saying
how bummed they were she couldn’t be involved. Nobody invited the
Chupacabra, for good reason. They eat a lot of hummus with chips and
carrots, and more than one of them says how nice the egg rolls were. One
of them pulls out a phone and shows around the latest viral video, which
achieves the requisite hearty chuckles. Did you hear something? Yeti asks.
Bigfoot turns around, staring into the darkness of their host’s living room.
The edges of the darkness look tattered. He thinks something moves, then
Frankenstein chimes in with his standard quip and the room devolves into
tentacles of laughter.
A few humans gather around a screen. After lots of disbelief and nudging
elbows, they settle down to take notes. They are absurdly pleased at the
turn of events, at how the monsters all came together in one place for
observation. The scientists’ pleasure is only betrayed by a light film of
sweat on their collective upper lips. One of them, scribbling a note, pauses,
having felt an atmospheric alteration. So slight. Probably misperception. A
tingle along his forearms. There again. Are they being watched?
They make sure to follow exact observation protocol. Many miles separate
them from the humans they are watching just like many miles separate the
humans from the monsters they are watching just like many miles separate
the monsters from whatever they were watching on the passed-around
smartphone. One of them thinks she can make out the pockmarks of sweat
on the humans’ upper lips. She almost turns around, doesn’t, already
knows. Someone is always watching.

Michael Prihoda
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Mermaid’s Ballade
By morning’s watch I wake on fire,
the blankets tangled on the floor.
My skeleton is cruel barbed wire
caught inside a fish’s craw.
My legs are meaty muscle-sore,
the hour is still too dark to see
whether I’m on hot dry land, or
swimming in the sheltering sea.
They said you were a real high-flyer,
who I’d be stupid to ignore.
I will not say you were a liar,
but sometimes you were just a bore.
Your promise to endure was more
a fiction than a truth for me.
I’ve done with you. I need my tail for
swimming in the sheltering sea.
You thought I was a gun for hire,
you never saw I was at war.
I kept you safe from death’s desire,
you never heard my oceans roar.
And really, at your very core
you weren’t a prince. Just let me be.
I’m driving to the lonely shore
and swimming in the sheltering sea.
If you’re still here, and furthermore
you want to show you still love me,
strip off your clothes, run through the door.
Come swimming in the sheltering sea.

Clare O’Brien
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Poseidon
You leave and come back
like a sea tide under my
feet. You catch my voice into
a shell so I won’t say how I
feel. You blind my eyes
with sand so I won’t
see your betrayals. You moist
my lips with sea salt so I can’t
taste your lies. You dispel my
fears with a storm so I believe you.
You comb my hair with a lobster’s
claw to make me beautiful. You
caress my body with a wet pebble
so I stay close. You wash my doubts
with rain so I forget. You break
my dreams on rocks so I won’t
fall asleep. You tie my hands
with seaweed so I won’t swim
away. You ask for forgiveness on
the knees of waves. Nereids recall
memories. I scream a gull’s cry.

Agnieszka Filipek
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The Warlock and the Witchfinder
The church that stood between the two towers was burnt to the ground in
the Battle of Mistley Green. On that fateful day, the Witchfinder
descended on the sacred site. I defeated him with sorcery, ending his reign
of terror in the village. Hundreds of women had been killed for spurious
reasons like owning a black cat or possessing a wart.
unmarked graves
a coven of cowslips
fills the gaps
But now a new evil is upon us. Women are disappearing in the night; their
bodies found hanged in the morning from yew trees. Denied a Christian
burial, most find their resting place in a shallow pit on Furze Hill.
worm moon
the gravedigger
gets to work
The new landlord of the Thorn is an enigma. Tongues wag among the
villagers; there’s superstitious talk of goblins and vampires. No-one has
been seen entering or leaving the pub and many of the windows are
boarded up. The thunder of hooves on cobbled streets wakens me on the
last Sabbath before Easter.
opening the door
of a jet-black coach
midnight breeze
I stop by the Thorn one evening at dusk. To my surprise, the door is ajar.
Stepping inside, the unmistakable aroma of death hits me. Unperturbed, I
ascend spiral stairs to the first floor. In the front room, the curtains have
been flung wide; a figure is sat in the chair by the window.
moonlight
reflects off her skull
black hole sockets
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In the skeleton’s hand is a scroll. It reads “The village must pay for the
death of my disciple. Meet me by the Witching Oak on the stroke of
three.” Unable to decipher the rest of the message, I hurry to the ancient
tree on Furze Hill and wait for the allotted time.
fog descends
a hundred witches rise
from their graves
The undead lurch from the wood; fortunately the glowing headpiece of my
staff holds the horde at bay. A flaming phantom emerges from the trees,
eyes singed with hatred. Fireballs shoot from a shadow hand, trident
lightning forks into the sky. I cast one final spell. With this incantation, the
undead quickly turn on their dark master, dragging him back to hell
through the gaping mouth of the Witching Oak.
devil’s hour
the rapid eye movement
of a barn owl

Tim Gardiner
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When I Was Dead
you lifted up my ankles
and cut the tendons so I wouldn’t follow
you down the path back home and knock for entry.
You took my eyes and threw them to the bushes,
those two blue stones, so that I couldn’t see you
and watch your doings with that other one.
You left my tongue intact: it flaps and mutters
and tells the reeds what happened
and they echo the words I said to them
until the sedge cries with one voice
what you have done to me and also
how I love you anyway.

Kitty Coles
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He Knows What You Did In A Dream
Sometimes your dream requires CSI — gleaned
evidence, machete eye, his silver grey,
remembered green. Steel glinting iris cleanwiped-blade must mean he knows, yesterday,
you murdered him — inside your head, white gown,
blue velvet trim, asleep, serrated knife
shaped like a mothership, you found
in shaking fingertips, to take his life —
or so it seemed. You wake, no blood, outlines
in chalk or screams just silver eyes outside
a bay window. Huge fingers tremble, sign
he somehow knows. That innocence has died
is chemiluminescent on dollhouse walls.
The truth in darkness glows like Luminol.

Kristin Garth
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Dream

Fabrice Poussin
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No Prince for Me
I married the mole,
slipped off the lily pad,
went underground
into forever autumn.
Here we squint softly
at each other, grope our way
through silken loam,
making new chambers
draped with roots.
This darkness tastes
sweeter than nuts
and prunes.

Annette Volfing
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Hare Spring
Brown on brown
my limping gait
follows the fresh-turned furrow,
rippling undulations
alive with my passage.
I spring uncurled
leap flat-eared, stretch
my length over and over,
looping arcs spiralling
buffeted by wind
zig-zag to cover.
My madness sings in hedgerows
pants in wood and copse
ruts in glens, groans
to the blood’s hot beat
I dance seduction
eyes shine amber lust.
Come, my sisters,
become your legends;
out-stare the gaping moon.
Run, run with me.

Lynda Turbet
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Twelfth Pilgrim
Though I was a priest, mystery had never touched me over my
long dry years. I was an old man when it happened.
All in the Magdalen Order are expected to make a pilgrimage to
the shrine of the holy relic of Mary the Younger at Stari Kirkevny. Yet I
stubbornly resisted this obligation for years.
“Too busy with parish affairs,” I told my superiors.
Then they assigned a junior priest to my parish. He was well-liked
by all, including me. He quickly proved able at sermons, weddings, and
funerals.
I lost my excuse. I had to go.
That summer I found myself in a remote province, hiking with eleven
fellow pilgrims to the mountain shrine of Stari Kirkevny, each of us eager to
kiss the ring of Mary Magdalene.
Some heretics say it’s her betrothal ring, given by Jesus that last
night at Gethsemane. Even if it’s true, I ask, what’s the harm? Judas
betrayed Jesus hours later, so no marriage was consummated.
Twelve of us left Marienbad in our pilgrim robes, walking in
silence, heads covered by hoods. Being old and slow, I trudged at the back
of the group, lost in solemn thoughts of a cold draught at the village inn.
Near me walked a tall woman of indeterminate age.
The woman stopped. The other pilgrims didn’t notice. I passed by
her, then looked back. I was going to inquire if she was alright, but she
raised a slender finger to her lips, her face lost in shadow. She stepped
abruptly into the woods.
Should I follow her? Should I call the other pilgrims? In the end, I
did neither. I resumed walking behind the others. A buttery moon rose
over distant mountains.
It was dark when we reached Stari Kirkevny. It looked more like a
castle than a church. It seemed an odd place to keep Mary’s ring. I was
possessed by an absurd feeling that this was a false relic in a false church.
Blasphemy, of course. The mountain altitude affected me.
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The portal swung wide. A tall fellow, with a shaved head and
glacier blue eyes, came out to greet us. As he looked us over, a queer
expression contorted his face.
“You are eleven! Where is the twelfth?” he demanded in his
guttural language.
The pilgrims murmured. They threw back their hoods and looked
around, moonlight mixing with torchlight on their faces. No doubt it was a
trick of the light, but they seemed to have the eyes of pigs. Blue pig eyes
fixed in my direction, as if the missing pilgrim was my fault.
Somehow I knew I was in danger. If I stayed with these pilgrims,
entered their church, and kissed their false ring, I would never emerge
again. At least not as the man I am now.
“You’re a priest of the whore,” the tall man barked in his rough
tongue. “You know twelve is the required number. You bear the blame for
this sacrilege.”
Dread suffocated me. I fled to the woods. The pilgrims chased me
with vengeful shouts. I left the path, plunging into dark underbrush,
crashing into trees, wild boars grunting and squealing all around me,
fireflies scattering, my boot catching a tree root. I plunged into peat and
blackness.
It was still dark when I awoke. My pursuers were gone, but
fireflies still flickered nearby.
Did I hear music?
A green light approached. To my amazement, a small man in a
square hat emerged from the underbrush. He clutched a blade of grass on
whose tip glowed a tiny lantern. He had mutton chop whiskers and brass
spectacles.
A startled look crossed his face and he scampered away.
I knew I must be dreaming, but I stood up and looked for my
miniature visitor. He was gone. I heard music again from the direction of
the fireflies, so I headed that way, moving carefully in the dark.
A clearing pulsed with firelight and fiddles. A willow tree had
fallen, leaving a broad stump. The trunk lay nearby, a nurse log sprouting
toadstools and saplings.
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A pilgrim’s cloak was draped over the stump.
I recognized the twelfth pilgrim. She was dressed in white. She
danced barefoot on the willow stump, face aglow from the fireflies.
Not fireflies! They had human faces. And on the ground, around
the stump, tiny people laughed and danced and played fiddles. Waving his
bobbing green lantern, I recognized the little man who surprised me
before.
A twig snapped under my boot. The music stopped. The woman
and little people turned to look at me.
Her face was kind but her eyes sternly penetrating.
“You’re not like the others,” she decided, her voice like crickets in
summer.
“No,” I admitted. “They chased me away.”
She smiled.
“Join our dance!” she said.
Fiddle music began anew, fast and merry. I slipped off my boots
quickly and entered the clearing, careful to step over the wee folk.
The lady took my hands. We danced like children under the willow
moon, twirling, and laughing, until exhaustion finally made me old again.
I woke under morning sunshine. She was gone, they were all
gone. I stood and stretched my bones, sore from running and dancing.
Something glittered on the stump. Although my aching back
protested, I bent down for a closer look.
A gold ring. I picked it up. It bore markings like leaves and acorns.
I slipped it on my finger and never took it off again the rest of my
living days. Over the years people asked me about it. To a trusted few I told
the story of my pilgrimage. Among them was the young priest assigned to
my parish.
Years passed. I retired and the younger fellow took over my
duties. I lived out my days at my cottage, tending the garden, dreaming the
dreams of old men.
One summer night I lay awake, looking out the garden window at
a crescent moon, when I heard faint music. Someone was out there, near
the willows, dressed in white.
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I took off the ring and set it on my bedside table. I went out in the
garden in my nightshirt. She took my hand in hers and smiled.
We walked into the woods, trailed by a procession of little folk.
With each step, my bare feet sank deeper into the soil.
The ring was placed on an altar in the parish church as an
unofficial relic of Mary, known for its healing powers, but never sanctioned
by the Church.
A young family lives in my cottage now. I like them. On moonlit
nights, down by the old willow I’ve become, the children sometimes hear
merry music and join our dance.

Michael McCormick
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Down the Fairy Path

Lorraine Carey
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The Path of Fae
With another fleeting step, Innocence stumbled through the
layered curtains of needle-fingered branches and shrubbery, sinking
deeper into the darkness that bred the creature that stalked her. Its hungry
growl followed Innocence, brushing her ears with the steady thumps of its
heavy paws against the forest floor. With her heart pulsing in her burning
throat, Innocence pushed herself through the undergrowth, the sharp
branches slashing and prickling her soft skin. Her sore feet flapped against
her rocky path, her toes hooking beneath a prominent root, her hair
flowing out like a cape as her bleeding cheek skid across the rough ground.
Innocence braced herself, hiding her face in her muddy hands as the
shadow of the ghoul pressing against her, its breathy snarl ruffled her
feathery hair.
Beneath the shade of her eyelashes, a white light burst into life
between the dark shadows of the surrounding trees, glowing like a moon
hovering in dead space. The ball darted over her, covering her in a layered
halo of light. The ghoul squealed, it’s scalpel-like claws extending across its
face as its black skin peeled away to reveal its rotten, red flesh. It the wind
under its feet, the ghoul escaped back into the dark, its growls of pain
fading into the whispering wind.
Removing her nose from the dirt, Innocence glanced up at the
flickering globe above her. The light began to squirm, molding like an
independent clay until it formed a porcelain body with grey freckles across
her slender shoulders. Her frame was triangular with her chest wide and
flat that collapsed above two toothpick legs. Her wings felt behind her like
a silken veil, with golden veins branching out to their feathered rims.
The Fae smiled down at Innocence, extending its lengthy finger
before curling it in a ‘come hither’ movement. Hypnotized by the angelic
beam, Innocence nudged herself to her feet, her weak knees bent as she
withered under its gaze. The Fae’s beady, black eyes glistened with a
mischievous delight as its silken wings pushed it backwards, glints of
starlight trailing behind it and dusting the forest floor. Sliding her foot
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forward, Innocence followed the Fae, following the tiny nymph as it pulled
her deeper into the entrapping dark forest.

Claire L. Smith
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The Freckle Fairy
This tale has been passed from generation to generation. Over
hills and dales. Through forests and woods. It is a tale of the earth, the sky
and the rivers. It is from folk who spin yarns like wool from the wheel.
She sits, cross legged on the outskirts of the circle. Her small
hands clasped, resting on hawthorn leaves that make up her skirt. There
are pixie pears too, red and bulbous, dried from years past. Weaved with
the silkworms thread.
The moon is full, sits high in the northern sky. Orion, masterful in
his magnificence, bold and bright, is holding court. Nearby Seven Sisters,
look down upon the land, send blessings in shooting trails of wishes. But
she does not see them. Her vision is low, searching across grass that
whispers in the wind.
She tilts her head. A voice. Low and muffled, carried from the
east. It calls her name in Gaelic tongue. The name of her ancestors. It tells
her it is time.
Hidden under the leaves and berries of her skirt, she carries a
flute, carved by her own hand with wood from the Rowan. She lifts it to
her mouth, presses it against curled lips. Gently blows. Watches mist curl
and weave around bare feet.
A nightjar calls with rhythmic rise and fall of churring song.
Follows the path of the circular ring as she sways, lost in a magical
moment. Eyelids droop, finally close.
Unseen, the fairies gather, holding hands, iridescent wings
glistening in moonlight. The sound of giggling mingles with the flutes sweet
song, fills the glen as dancing begins. Then, in a moment of unseen
mischief, they bestow gifts upon the earthling. Gold fairy dust scattered,
upon cheeks and bare arms.
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So next time you notice a freckle, when the days are long and sun
tingles your skin, remember the fairy folk. Those who visited ancestors,
whose Celtic blood runs through your veins.

Tina Edwards
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To summon lost words
If elves are absent from your life
and glee is blanketed by algae,
drowned in swamps of yesterday;
if elves are absent, if you need
their sprightly mischief like you need
the air, the brush of friendly lips;
if elves are absent, don’t despair.
Sing loud of dragonflies and dippers,
waterfalls and lily pads.
If elves are absent, splash your face
with pearls of fresh spring water: words
new-minted; green perspectives. Trick
your mood from silence into sound.

Kathy Gee
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